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I am a quadrillionarire chapter 2247-The little girl refused to

go to bed after she ate and insisted on guarding the door for

David.

So, David could not help it either.

Although he did not need anyone to watch the door for him,

the little girl was so kind, how could he refuse?

In the end, David chose to go into seclusion with the little girl

staying outside obediently.

She would not let anyone bother her Davey.

The time she spent with David was not too long, just a few

months, but in Pebbles’ heart, David’s status was higher than

anyone else, maybe even more than herself.

After going into the room, David left The Spirit Cage again

using the system and returned to the real world.

Star Kingdom.

The Iridescent Sect.

David opened his eyes and it was still the same as when he

left. Nothing changed at all.

‘I should hurry up and upgrade my mind power first!’

After all, it was related to his strength in The Spirit Cage.

He turned on the system and saw that both his Body and Mind

were at Ancestral level 1.



This time David wanted to upgrade his mind power first.

After he raised his mind power to Ancestral level 10, it would

be the limit. Then, he would use the remaining 2000 lavish

points to upgrade his Body. >

This was the first time David chose to upgrade his mind

power first.

In the past, Body was the priority.

He clicked directly on the plus sign behind the Mind column

and a window popped up.

David chose yes and used 1000 lavish points.

Then, his soul began to feel a little pain.

Every upgrade was like this, so David had long been used to it.

It was much easier to upgrade from level to level.

If he needed to breakthrough to another realm, it would be

even worse.

Even if he had experienced it more than once, whenever his

Mind broke through to another realm, David would still have

some fear in his heart.

It was not a pain that ordinary people could bear.

Fortunately, David had strong willpower so he could endure it.

It did not take long for his Mind to rise from Ancestral level

1 to Ancestral level 2.

Then, he continued the same thing.



After consuming another 1000 lavish points, his Mind was

raised from Ancestral level 2 to Ancestral level 3.

Then, Ancestral level 4, Ancestral level 5…

In the end, his Mind stayed at Ancestral level 10, which was

the limit of Ancestral Deity Rank.

He had consumed 9000 lavish points.

Now, he had more than 2000 points left.

David clicked on the plus sign behind Body again.

After everything was done, he also spent the remaining 2000

lavish points.

His Body had reached Ancestral level 3.

His combat strength was still beginner Ancestral Deity Rank.

Only when his Body reached Ancestral level 4 could he be

considered a mid-Ancestral Deity.

Yet, for David, there was no difference between the beginner

Ancestral Deity Rank and mid-Ancestral Deity Rank.

Anyway, no one in Star Kingdom would be his opponent.

It was the same even if people from the Spirit Cage and the

Feather family of the level 9 civilization arrived.

The Feather family would have to get on their knees facing an

Ancestral Deity who was at the last rank of Divine Realm.

After his upgrade, it was time for David to return to The Spirit

Cage.

However, he did not but walked out of where he stayed in

seclusion.



Since he did not spend much time on his upgrade, he was

going to go out for a walk.

When he came outside, it was pitch black.

David was overjoyed. ‘Great, it’s nighttime!’

Without notifying anyone, he went to where Celia and others

lived.

He used part of his mind power and found the room where

Celia was resting.

Then, he quietly entered the room.

The darkness could not stop David from seeing.

For someone of his level, there was no difference between day

and night.

As he looked at Celia resting on the bed, David felt very guilty.


